Enable Better Care With a Connected Health System

Technology is transforming how healthcare is being delivered, from the way doctors and patients communicate, to wearables and apps that collect and monitor data that brings healthcare home.

For healthcare organizations, building a connected health system is about using the right technologies to enable better healthcare by engaging all stakeholders - patients, providers, and employees. Even more, through analytics, you can leverage all that valuable data collected to deliver even more meaningful value.

Some of the ways connected health solutions are being used to improve healthcare efficiency and increase customer engagement include:

- **Patient Portals**
  Boost engagement with targeted content and self service

- **Member Portals**
  Facilitate access to critical information

- **E-Learning**
  Increase competency and efficiency

- **Enterprise Collaboration**
  Equip your knowledge workers

- **Mobile Apps & IoT**
  Improve care with connected smart devices

**HOW WE CAN HELP**

- Prioritize and plan your healthcare technology initiatives
- Guide the technology selection process to reflect your goals
- Design and develop your application to reflect the users’ needs and your requirements
- Operationalize and deploy your application into production
- Optimize your solution for optimal performance and scalability

**OUR HEALTHCARE CUSTOMERS**

ABOUT RIVET LOGIC CORPORATION

Rivet Logic is an award-winning consulting, design and systems integration firm that helps leading organizations build riveting digital experiences, and the solutions to manage and optimize them. Rivet Logic enables organizations to fully leverage the power of industry-leading open source and cloud software such as Liferay, Crafter CMS, Box, AWS, Alfresco, MongoDB, Elastic and more. Visit us at rivetlogic.com